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Atlanta Hawks: Josh Smith says he’s not eager for trade
1:44 pm June 23, 2011, by Michael Cunningham

Josh Smith is aware of the trade speculation swirling around him. He knows much of that 

speculation is fueled by the belief that he desperately wants out of Atlanta. 

But Smith said today he’s not eager to be traded, though he’s bracing for the possibility.

“I’m not saying I want [a trade] to happen but if it does I will just have to deal with it,” he said. 

Smith said the Hawks haven’t told him anything about a trade. But he noted that players aren’t 

usually privy to the team’s internal deliberations until a deal is going down. 

“Right now I’m with the Hawks,” he said. “I think we have a special group. I just want to win.”

Meanwhile, the latest rumors have the Magic acquiring Andre Miller and his non-guaranteed 

2011-12 deal from Portland and then using that as part of a bigger deal. And since Dwight 

Howard apparently wants to play with Smith, that naturally leads to speculation that the Magic 

would use Miller as part of a package to acquire Smith.

Trading Smith as a salary dump makes little sense (and is complicated by the $4 million trade 

kicker his new team would have to pay). Smith is still only 25. He’s productive, versatile, and 

valuable. The two years and $26 million left on his contract runs neck-and-neck with Al Horford’s 

new deal as the best bargain on the team.

If the Hawks somehow managed to unload Marvin Williams’ contract in the process of trading 

Smith, then the salary dump angle would make more sense. It still wouldn’t be palatable from a 

basketball standpoint unless they could also replace Smith’s production in the deal but clearly 

Williams has the kind of deal they would gladly send away.

If the Hawks also were to work a trade that included Smith and brought them back a superior 

player (or at least a comparable player at center or small forward) for even a one-season run then 

it would make some sense from a basketball standpoint. If the Hawks were able to get productive 

young players and draft picks in a deal, and then turn those assets into something down the line, 

then that might be a successful path, too.

Of course, looming in the background (or maybe the foreground) of all this speculation about 

salary shedding: The Hawks gave the richest contract in the league to a player that even their GM 

doesn’t believe is an MVP candidate.
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